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Abstract
Resource disaggregation can provide significant improvements in the utilization of resources in the datacenter. A
Google cluster trace analysis confirms that up to 70% of
memory may be recovered with resource disaggregation.
However, resource disaggregation in the cloud is currently unfeasible due to the hardware and network changes
required by previously proposed designs. We make the observation that existing cloud offers already provide logical
heterogeneity which can be leveraged to match closely the
resources demanded by applications. Deploying a system
across a heterogeneous set of VMs can lead to higher performance per dollar.
To provide support for deploying systems in logically disaggregated clusters we propose a framework called Cirrus.
Cirrus composes small compute-intensive tasks (µTasks)
with large memory instances to provide the resources required by applications. Cirrus also provides an efficient interface for communication between tasks through distributed
memory.
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Figure 1: Cost per hour of an workload deployed in Amazon’s
EC2 with resource demands: {CPU: 100, RAM: 100}. We compare a deployment of medium-sized m4.large instances against a
deployment of small (lambdas or t2) instances combined with highmemory r4.large instances

Instance
Type (AWS)
m4.large
t2.nano
lambda
r4.large

# CPUs

# RAM

$ / CPU

$ / GB RAM

2
1
1
2

8 GB
512 MB
128 MB
15.25 GB

0.054
0.006
0.007
0.067

0.014
0.012
0.059
0.009

Table 1: Small compute instances (e.g., t2.nano and lambdas) have
better $ / CPU while memory instances (e.g., r4.large) have better
$ / GB of RAM

Introduction

Disaggregated architectures have received intense and widespread
attention by both industry (e.g, HP (7; 11), Intel (3), Huawei (2),
and Facebook (1)) and academics (4; 13; 5; 8). This architecture shift is motivated by recent advances and continued
improvement in the bandwidth and latency of networks.
However, existing proposals of physical disaggregation
attempt to achieve these benefits by leveraging custom network and memory hardware solutions. For instance, HP The
Machine employs a specialized memory fabric. Similarly, a
Firebox rack makes use of high-radix optical switches to
provide low-latency communication between all resources.
This limits the adoption of disaggregation and prevents developers from reaping the benefits of resource disaggregation today.
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Surprisingly, we found that logical disaggregation of resources, through the reservation of heterogeneous VMs, can
already provide similar benefits. We found that large-scale
workloads in the cloud are often better provisioned by a
combination of small-CPU and large-memory instances (see
Table 1). Instances with a single CPU have a lower cost-perCPU, while large-memory instances have a lower cost-perGB-of-RAM. For instance, when deploying a workload with
resources {CPU: 100, RAM: 100} in Amazon AWS, a deployment based on medium-sized m4.large instances costs
$5.5/hour while a combination of small CPU instances (e.g.,
lambdas or t2) with large memory instances (e.g., r4.large)
costs $1.43/hour and $1.1/hour, respectively (see Figures 1).
In this paper we propose Cirrus, a framework that provides application-level disaggregation of resources in existing cloud environments through the use of software abstractions. Cirrus combines the use of small compute-intensive
instances (which we call µInstances) with large memory instances. This approach allows better utilization of cloud resources and lower cost with similar performance by leveraging the heterogeneity of cloud instances.
We used Cirrus to build distributed machine learning algorithms based on the distributed parameter server model

